The Systematic Process of
Motivational Design

by John M.KeIIer

people view motivation as
a very "soft" area that is largely
Mhitany
or misr "Some people
have the talent to motivate others,
and some don't," they say. Not true.
It is true that motivation is a
challenge, and from one point of
view you can't really motivate
anybody. You know the old saying,
"You can lead a horse to water, but
you can't make him drink." However, it is possible to create
conditions that will stimulate
people's desire to be interested and
involved in their surroundings and to
achieve their best. Many trainers,
coaches, and other leaders do it
regularly.

In this sense, motivation is not a
magical or purely charismatic
process of charming the audience.
The factors that promote a positive
response can be tried, adjusted, and
readjusted until the desired effect is
achieved. This k exactly the process
used by entertainers whose goals are
primarily motivational rather than
instructional. Prior to their official
premiere, they devote enormous
effort to developing and rehearsing
devices to get and sustain the
audience's attention.
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In education, we seldom have the
commitment, patience, or resources
to put this much effort and expense
into developing the motivational
aspects of courses, but the lesson to
be learned is that it can be done. In
fact, it is possible to improve the
motivational appeal of courses without having to make an enormous
investment in special effects or other
entertainment strategies. "How,"
you might well be asking, "is this
accomplished?"
To improve motivation rationally
and predictably, there are two
requirements. First, it is necessary
to have an understanding of motivation; that is, to have an overview of
the primary components of the
motivation to learn, and of the kinds
of strategies that will have a positive
influence on these components.
Second, it is necwsary to know what
types of strategies to use, how many
to use, and how to design them into
the course.
These requirements assume that
although it is possible to understand
and predict, at an abstract level, the
factors that influence the motivation
to learn, it is not possible to give
concrete, generalizable prescriptions for what will motivate any
given audience or individual. There
is too much variability in the
attitudes, values, and expectancies
of learners. This leads to a second
assumption: A problem-solving,

heuristic approach to motivational
design is more appropriate than
prescriptive and algorithmic
approaches. Given that the study of
motivational design is an emerging
area of inquiry, it is possible that
increased knowledge will bring
increases in precision, and a
prescriptive approach may become
feasible. But it does not appear that
this will soon be the case.
One approach to achieving both
of these ends, i.e. an understanding
of motivation and a design model, is
offered by the ARCS Model of
motivational design (Keller, 1984).
The ARCS Model describes how to
understand the motivation to learn
in terms of four major categories
and several subcategories (Table 1).
For each of these there are general
questions to answer (Table I), and
specific types of strategies to apply.
These aspects of the ARCS Model
were presented in the first article in
this two part series (Keller, 1987),
and in other publications (e.g.
KelIer, 1983; Keller & Kopp, 1957;
Keller & Suzuki, 1987).
The second major component of
the ARCS Model, called "motivational design" answers the question
of how many and what kinds of
motivational strategies to use, and
how to design them into a lesson or
course. Even though this process
will help you be more systematic, do
not expect it to be completely
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mechanical or algorithmic; it still
requires judgement and benefits
from experience, intuition, and
creativity.
Motivational Design

To make instruction appealing is
the goal of motivational design. The
motivational design proctss, which
is similar to the traditional instructional design process, has 12 activities, or steps, which can be divided
into four major phases (Table 2).
Despite its similarities, there are

several differences with respect to
the way in which instructional design
models are usually represented.
Audience analysis is of particular
importan= in motivational design,
and would be analogous to task
analysis and instructional analysis in
instructional design. It identifes
where the motivational gaps are;
that is, the specific areas in which
you might have to give greater than
normal emphasis to stimulate and
maintain audience involvement. The
output of audience analysis is the

Table 1.
Motivational Categories of the ARCS Model
Categories &
Subcategories

What can I do to capture their interest?

A.2.

Inquiry Arousal

How can I stimulate an attitude of inquiw

A.3.

Variability

How can I maintain their attention?

Relevance
R. 1. Goal Orientation

How can I best meet my learner's needs?
(Do I know their needs?)

R.2. Motive Matching

How and when can I provide my learners
with appropriate choices, responsibilities,
and influences?

R.3. Familiarity

How can I tie the instruction to the
learner's experiences?

Confidence
C.1. Lbaming
Requirements
(2.2.

Success
Opportunities

How can I&st in buiiding a positive
expeotatbn for cwrcccsss?

How will the learning experience support
or mhanccr the students' beliefs in their

competence?
C.3. Personal Control

How will the learners clearly know their
success is based on their efforts and
abilities?

Satisfaction
S.1.

Natural
Consequences

S.2. Pow'tOw
CQns4q~n~e8

S.3. Equity

The entire design and development phases are somewhat different
in that motivational design usually
involves the enhancement of an
already existing product. The
instructional design specifications
have already been determined, and
the question for motivational design
is how to make it interesting.
Consequently, the motivational
design phase generally begins with
brainstorming or another type of
open-ended activity to generate a
large number of possible solutions.
Subsequently, these are scrutinized,
and the most feasible strategies are
chosen and integrated into the
instructional materials.

Process Questions

Attention
A. 1. Perceptual Arousal

input information for formulating
motivational objectives.

How can I provide meaningful
opportunitlcnfor learnersto use their
newly acquired knowledge/Wll?
What witl provick reinforcement to the
OM'S S U ~ C ~ ~ S ?

Howcar,IassI8tthestudentsinanchoring
a pmith feeling about their
accomplfshmults?

In the motivational design model
depicted in Table 2, implementation
and evaluation are combined in the
Pilot Phase, with the exception that
developmental testing ("one-on-one"
in Dick & Carey, 1985) is included
as a development activity. This
arrangement seems to represent the
way in which these activities most
often occur in practice.
The steps in the model can
encompass many specific and
complex activities, but in most
training situations each step can be
performed in a simple, straightforward manner to improve the
motivational appeal of the course.
The remainder of this article
contains an overview (with a special
emphasis on audience analysis) of
how the motivational design model
is used.
Audience Analysis
A motivational prof* based on
the four categories of the ARCS
Model, or (for more detail) on the
nine subcategories, provides a
means for identifying gaps in the
audience's entry levels of motivation.
One of the many challenges of
motivation is that it isjust as detrimental to learning and performance
for students to be ovcmmthtcd as
it is for them to be uadennotivated.
Undermothation results in low
levels of productivity while overmotivation usually results in high
,

*

error rates and poor efkiency due
to stress or 0vc:m~ce.
The
. dbjwtk in audience r~;~tivational
.a d y & is to determine whether the
2audie~willbc~,at,orabove
!the appropriate level in each motiv . a t i d category.

The techniques used in conducting audience ady& can range
h m a "best guessRestimate based
on the designer's or hstmctois
personal experience to a judgment
brred on the collection and analysis
of f d data Even a "best guessn
method can be extremely beneficial

because it requires you to break
away from the broad, general
concept of motivation, and predict
the audience's attitudes in each of
the a t e g o h of the ARCS Model
Fable 2). It,due to lacL of sufWent experience with or knowledge
of the audience, a "best guess''
method is not adequate, then it
would be advisable to conduct
interviews with members of the
target population or othcr informed
persons. Interview questions similar
to the process questions in Table 1
can be uscd, as can checklists
(Note 1).

The results of the audience
1 ainverted-U
d y & an be portrayed on an
in Figure

'

curve, as
1,
which illustrates a frequent occurrence in training, especially in tech-

nical coursesfor new hires. The
students will enter the course
that it is relevant, most of
Ln?
them
be reasonably confident
that they can achim the objectives
although some will have concerns,
andthrywillfstlgoodabout
completing the course successfully.
But,most will regard the subject
matter, which is highIy factual and
procedural, as essentiallyboring to
learn.

Table 2.
Motivational Design Activities and Process Questions
b

Phases & Activities

Process Questions

Define
1.

Audlenco motivation analysis

What are the audience's motivationalattitudes toward the course to be
offerad?

2

Motivational objectives

What do Iwant to accomplish with respect to the motivationaldynamics of the
audience?

3.

Mothrational criterion measures

How will Idetermine whether Ihave accomplished my motivational objectives?

4.

Generate potential strategies

How many possible strategies are then that might accomplish the
motivationalobjectives?

5.

Select strategies

Which strategies soem to be most acceptable for this audience, instructor,
and setting?

6.

lntegrate strategies

How do Icombine the instructional and motivational components into an
integntd design?

Design

Develop
7.

Prepare motivational materials

How do Ilocate or create motivational materialsto achieve the objectives?

8.

Enhance existing instructional
materials

How do Irework the instructional materialto improve its motivational appeal?

9.

Dew@lopmentaltest

How can Iget fedback as to whether these motivational strategies are likely
to work?

10.

Implement with T-pop

How do Iprepare for and conduct a pilot test with npremntativcbs of the target
poplam?

11.

Evaluate effects

How can Idetect the expected and unexpected motivational effects of the
course?

12.

Certify or revise

How do Idetermine whether the course should be revised or go 'on-line"?

Pilot

L

2
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A digbtly different prome
resulted when the author conducted
an analysis of the expected audience
at a session of an NSPI annual
meeting. Verbal descriptions were
prepared (Tablc 3) and were
represented schematically on the
inverted-U c w e (Pipe 2). This
was a "best guess'' analysis based on
the experience of the two presenters
(Keller & Kopp, 1986)with NSPI
and similar conferences. Feedback
from the audience confirmed that
the andysjs was accurate. However,
it is also true that the results of this
analysis are fairly general and could
apply to many audiences at professional meetings.

The decision as to how specific
to be will depend on the criticality of
the decision, the anticipated
obstacles, and the consequences of
failure. For example, in preparing
to meet with a captive audience the
presenter might face hostility and
risk being a scapegoat for the
audience's irritation. In this case,
the audience analysis is more
critical; the presenter will have to
give extra effort to identifying
audience characteristicsthat will
help in gaining attention to the
learning process and establishing
meaningful relevance.

The audience and* provides
an indication of what types of
motivational strategies to use, and
where the greatest emphasis must

Figure 1.
Audience hdysb Results Example 1

H I

8
5

!i

'c

g

L

0

Too Low

Acceplrbtr

10 0 h i g h

Motivation Level

be. In some categories, it may not
be necessary or desirable to add any
motivational strategies. Never try to
motivate an audience that is already
motivated; just get on with the
instruction and do not de-motivate
them. For example, if the relevance

Table 3.
Sample Audience Analysis Results

of the material is dearly established
in the students' minds before they
ever set foot in the classroom,then
do not add lecture material or
exercises designed to establish
relevance. It takes up valuable
instructional time and irritates the
audience. Instead, simply indude a
few comments to cm@m the
relevance of the material, and use
work-related examples and exercises.

L

Attention:

Initially high. The audience wriu b.very attenth at first,

After com~lctingthe audience
I anaiysk,itisttmetocst&lish
m o t i ~ o n objcctks.
d
It isjust as
Perceived Relevance: hitidly mod.- to high. S~ICO
w i lr a ~ l u n d r u. u d i e ~ , importaut
to specify whPt you hope i
they wilt tnlW that the topic of mothrationQ important,
to achieve in the moeivational reaim .
but they will have concerns, even skepticism, about
whether they will get wnnthhrg useful from this wAon.
as it is in the performance arena.
This is aceompLished by usingthe
Confidence: v w w e . ~ h will
m br 8 high d.gm ot
hm.
results of the audience analysis to
sorm,~ilth.v.g~b-PbOUtth&abiribo
but will require changes of pace Pnd participativeudvitis
to waoJn attention.

m o t h r a d r ~ * ~ w n I ~ t h . y c ~ d o i t i build
f ~ objectives.
kam8o~goodtochniquo8,Md~wiUrtnadyb
~ ~ b u t t h y f ~ ~ t o ~ u t o u W
t &
. respect to the prading

'

,

Satirfaction Potenthi:

h&hI
.my lim( #nuhhg ~ U U W in tho sassion.
md are neither bond nor confu8od by the pmsmtm,
then they will feel that it was r useful 45 minutes.

i

f

cwmpleof~nrrulysirofin
i
anticipated NSPI audience, s p d k f
Imtimtionalobjc*
wen written ,
fm confidence and rdcvance
:
(Table 4), but not for attention
..-.
r

because it was not a &tical area,
were
idudcd dmiDgthc design process
to enstue that attention would be
mdncd. Objectives for attention
ooold have been mitten, and a
mvhmigbthdit05efuf.towritea
greater number of objectives than an
&tllCtd
deaignor/presenter, but
there aqmes a point in writing
d t i d objdvcs, just as h
writing instruetiod objdves, at
whiJI the level of detail can become
trisial and u n n e d y costly. This
is an individual matter.
evep tho*

~~

ETgare 2.
Audience Analysis Results Example 2

Motivational Measures

After writing objectives and
developing the performance
criterion tests, it is time to prepare
methods for assessing the motivational objectives (Table 2). The
full range of measurement possibilities can be considered here, ranging
from doinctobservation of specified
behaviors to self-report questionnakes. Straightfornard self-report
measures (Table 4) can be very
useful when they focus on an identified area of concern. The important
point, as in any measurement situation, is that the measures are
consistent with the objectives, and

H t

E
E

r

8

L 0
1)

J

Too Low

Too hlgh

Acceplrble

Mothration Level

Table 4.
Motivational Objectives and Measures
Objective

Self-Report Measure

r

1.

2.

Participants will indicate a higher degree
of confidence in their ability to
conduct motivational design.

Participants will indicate that the session
was interestingand worthwhile.

My confidence in my ability to conduct motivationaldesign has
a. knprwed quite a bit

0 b.
0 c.
0 d.

Improved somewhat

0 e.

Other (Please describe.)

Stayed the same
Not applicable (I didn't do enough of the pretest and/or exercise to
have an opinion.)

.

Overall, Ifound this session to be:
(Check the lines where appropriate.)

Interesting
L

l

Boring
I

'

"

'

1

"

1

Waste of Time

Worthwhile
I

~

I

I

~

~

.F
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that the effects of bias can be taken
into consideration in interpreting
the results.
Motivational Strategy Design

Finally, after the instructional
content and methods have been
determined, it is time to work on
motivational strategies (Table 2).
This can be an enjoyable process,
incorporating both creative and
analytical thinking, if it is not rushed.
There are three steps in this process:
generation, selection, and
integration.

and whether they will be i n t e d y
consistent with the content and
structure of the instruction.

1
1
1
I

The generation phase is like
brainstorming. The goal is to think
of as many ways as possible to
accomplish the motivational objectives. Look through other training
materials, review published
resources, recall examples from
workshops you have attended, and
talk to other people. Consider
various types of material and strategies, such as cartoons, case studies,
role plays, and experiential activities, which tend to promote interest
and involvement. The point is to be
in an open, creative frame of mind
as you generate possibilities.
After assembling some ideas, it is
time to be more analytical and to
begin the selection process. It is
important to consider the time and
cost associated with incorporating
any of the strategies, and to consider
the personal styles of the instructors
and students who will be associated
with this course. It is also important
to determine whether the motivational strategy will contribute to
accomplishing the learning objectives. Some participative activities
can be extremely clever and engaging while they are in process, but if
the instructional effeds are trivial,
then the audience will be irritated
and will become cynicat of future
efforts to use similar methods.

The third step is integration.
After the motivational strategies
have been chosen, it is time to adapt
them to the specific setting, and to
write them into the instructional
de* plan. This also provides an
additional opportunity to dcteSmine
whether the motivational strategies
arc going to use an appropriate
amount of the instructional time,

I

Development a d Pilot Test

During the development phase,
the motivational material is prepared in conjunction with the
instructional material. In fact, the
distinction between the two often
becomes blurred. A single activity,
such as a case study introduced in
the early part of the course, can help
establish relevance at the same time
that it is illustrating a concept or
procedure.
When the materials are pilot
tested, it is again Laportant to think
about motivation separately from
instruction. The motivational
criterion measures should be
.
implemented along with the
achievement measures and other
indicators of course effectiveness
that are used during the formative
evaluation. If the motivational
results are not what you hoped for,
then respond as you wouId to
deficits in instructional effectiveness,
and begin to work on revisions.
Integration of Motivational
Design and Instructional Design

The motivational design process
is similar to the traditional instructional design process and interfaces
well with it (Table 5). The instructional design model depicted in
Table 5 is reasonably generie, particularly in regard to the sequence of
steps. Some models distinguish
between Define and Analyze as
phases; others place Objectives
under Design instead of Define or
Analysis. However, these differences do not alter the basic relationship between the two processes
under discussion.
As illustrated (Table S), the fmt
step in rn0tivationa.Idesign is to do a
motivational profile of the audience.
Although individual designers will
adapt any model to suit their style
and situation, the motivational
analysis would normally occur after
conducting the ipstructional analysis. Having identified rho general
body of I m o w i or
~ skilJs that the
students are supposed to learn, it is
time to estimate their motivational

attitudes toward the material.
Background information about the
audience may have been obtained
earlier w h m conducting a job or
task analysis, but the actual analysis
of the information is most effective
after the instructional analysis is
conducted. The results of the
audience analysis can influence
decisions about the performance
objectives in addition to providing
input to the writing of motivational
objectives.
The interfaces dur'ig the Design
and Develop phases are straightforward, and they involve parallel
but different activities. The exception is developmental testing which is
a formative evaluation activity. The
drafts of the instructional materials,
including the motivational enhancements, are presented to experts and
representatives of the target population to obtain feedback about the
accuracy, clarity, time requirements,
and effectivenessof the materials.
At the same time, feedback should
be obtained about the appeal of the
materials, and the feasibility of
motivational activities.
During the pilot test, or small
group try-out (Dick & Carey, 1985),
the entire package is implemented
and formatively evaluated. The
critical point here is to include
formal assessments of the motivational effects of the instructionin
addition to measures of learning and
performance. This is commonly
done with simple, "sdey f a d types
of ~ e ~ r e p omeasures.
rt
These can
be valuable, but their value will be
enhanced by having them cornpond to the did problem areas of
motivation as defined during the
audience analysis.
A f d point is that the relationship between the two sequences in
Table 5 should not be viewed as a
formal prescription. In fa* the
portrayed relationship is probably
more rcprucntativs of the erpcrt than the novice designer. A novice
desigoer, particularly one who has
never given much thought to
systematic motivational desigs will
often dmmc to complete all of the
instructionaldesign steps prior to or
developmental
even itad*
testing,, and then work on the
probltm ofmotiv8tioMIcdmlce-

mtnhThisallcmthtdesignc;rto
assem the Gntire irwtnzcronal
package in term of its appeal to the
target audience, * a dto enhance it as
appr@atc, W& ucpcricnce, it
becamea mare efficient and effective
to&i
thctwoprocesscs.

The key factors in r l . z i i
k t s t x d m to motivate people to
laatnate commi&ncnt and a
s g t d c approach to incorporating motivational elements in
support of the ins&uctional elemats. The prtccding overview of
the systematicapproach Sustrates
that motivational design can be
approached in a manner that is very
simitar to instructionaldesign.
Howcvcr, it docs require a
larowledge base of motivational
characteristics and methods, as
descriid in the first article in this

author and several graduate
students.

series (KeUcr, 1987). Even so,most
experienced designers and instructors will find their own personal
experiences to be a rich source of
mothdona1 ideas. After a& wc
have bcen conmncrs of instruction
for more years of our Eves than we
care to member. We have seen
many cx8mp1y and nonwramplcs,
of motivating hrrtrodion. W
persod knowkdp combimed with
some f d knowkdgc of mothtion and a systematicprocess for
motivationald d p can be powerful
to& in improvingthe motivational
appeal of instruction.

1. An extensive checklist to be
used in the prepmation of
instructional materials, and a
measurement instrument for
obtaining student reactions are
currently being tested by the
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